
2.1.3. Talaud phonology

2.1,3,1. Segmental phonemes

Tal (Salibabu dialect) has the following segmental phonemes:
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2 is a voiced retroflexed fricative
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1 and 1 are as described for San (see section 2.1.1.1.).

Study of Tal has not been detailed enough to allow a relicible phonemic
statement. Voiced stops b, d and g and their corresponding continuants, -b, r

and h respectively, are in free variation word-initially, at least in some words,
e.g. bofeone '\^ bofeone mountain^ doQQa "^ roQoa l^cif ^ gatl "^ hati face. However,
apparent contrast has been recorded word-initially, e.g. rurukka (is) sailing
and durukka saiZl Usually only the continuants occur intervocalically but the
stops occur after some prefixes (see example below) . For the present work stops
and corresponding continuents are treated as phonemically separate.

In some dialects g corresponds to Salibabu h.
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Most consonants occur both singly and doubled. The choice between single
and doubled consonants is, synchronically, very largely unpredictable. Some
contrasts have been recorded, e.g. maballasa will borrou and mabballasa is
borrowing f allaoa slave and alaooa to swim,

Adriani (1911) does not refer to gemination except in reference to its
occurrence stem-initially following prefix Cu-, e.g. Cu + dajanna to walk -^

duddalanna is walking, Steller (1913) points out that consonants are doubled
following a where this is a reflex of a previous *3. He writes that this a is
phonetically different from a elsewhere. However, no phonetic difference was
noted in the speech of informants for this study except that a, like other
vowels, is shorter in closed syllables than in open syllables,

Steller does not mention other instances of doubling. However, consonants
are also often doubled preceding word-final a, e.g. papaidda wing, laQitta sky.
This doubling occurs only before a where it is an historical addition (see
section 2.1.6.) but not where it reflects PPh *a, e.g. mata eye (PPh *mata)

.

Doubling of the consonant :fore final a, as described above, does not
always occur and is absent if the preceding consonant is doubled, e.g. allaQa
slave, annuma six, or is a nasal-stop cluster, e.g. sandaka to lean, seogota
to sail or is 5, e.g. baJata west, uiasa to wash,'^^

Germinate stops are sometimes realised as preglottalised single consonants,
in free variation with phonetically long consonants, e.g. pappuso [pa'^puso] '\'

[pap:uso] heart.

2.1.3.2. Stress

Although only a very brief study of this language was possible it appears
to indicate that stress is non-phonemic. Stress usually falls on the penultimate
syllable. When the final syllable is the additional vowel a stress often falls
on the third-last syllable. However, there appear to be cases which do not
conform to the above rules and further study of stress will be necessary, Tal
stress is not indicated in this study.
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